OFFSETABLE TELESCOPIC JIB

PROVIDING BEST-IN-CLASS OPERATION FOR THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
INCREASED JOBSITE FLEXIBILITY

The offsetable jib for the Altec AC45-127S provides the operator the ability to accomplish more on the jobsite. Reach further across the top of buildings or structures, gaining radius and capacity as compared with traditional jibs. Position the crane closer to the side of a building with the confidence of knowing you have the reach to deliver material to point of use.

EASY PROGRAMMING & FULL JIB CHARTS

The operator need only select and confirm his jib configuration with Altec’s intuitive, easy to read Load Moment and Area Protection System (LMAP). Another industry first are complete jib charts for all offset and telescoped or retracted jib lengths. This means the operator is afforded infinite flexibility with his set up and can do things like bringing the main boom in to gain jib capacity.

0, 15, 30 DEGREE OFFSET POSITIONS

The 31’ retracted, and 55’ extended two-stage jib’s range of operation is maximized by the 0, 15, and 30 degree offset positions. With a full offset of 30 degrees and the jib telescoped out to 55’, the operator can gain over 25’ of additional load radius. This enables loads to be placed further in from the edge of the building or over an obstacle on the jobsite such as another structure.

BEST-IN-CLASS JIB INSTALLATION

Every aspect of the jib was purpose built to make the jobsite safer and more productive. This holds true for jib installation and the offsetting process made quick and easy through large easy to access pin holes in the base of the jib. As seen on the right, the pin has three locations: one for zero (as shown), and two more for 15 and 30 degrees. Installation is quick, effortless, and efficient made even better with the standard jib installation wheel fixed to the jib tip.

THE ALTEC OFFSETABLE JIB PROVIDES NUMEROUS JOBSITE BENEFITS

Altec is proud to offer this jib package on the best-in-class AC45-127S. The numerous benefits increase jobsite efficiency and productivity by allowing the operator to set up closer to buildings and structures when other obstacles prevent alternative set-up sites. The increase load radius that is gained when offsetting the jib is maximized through the availability of full jib charts – a first in the boom truck industry. Paired with other great Altec Crane features such as the dual-entry, 20 degree tilt cab, the extended reach outrigger jacks, and more; the operator is truly set up for success before they ever reach the jobsite.